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I
MIXING AND COMBUSTION IN SUPERSONIC FLOW WITH LATERAL
PRESSURE GRADIENT EFFECTS
By R. Edelman and G. Weilerstein
I.	 INTRODUCTION
The design of reliable and effic.iant propulsion systems for
manned and unmanned: hypersonic flight has introduced the need for
a higher degree of sophistication of analysis than previously
requireu. Problems of aerothermodynam,i.c and structural performance
requirements call for detailed investigations of physical phenomena
governing the behavior of each of the many components in any
particular propulsion system.	 Of interest here are propulsion
sy.;tems which derive thrust from the energy that is liberated
through the mechanism of exothermic chemical reactions. 	 Systems of
interest include	 (1) pure rockets,
	
(2) pure airbreathing and	 (3)
composites.	 The latter type of engine system combines the operating
characteristics o;` two or more of the basic engine types of
which the ducted	 fuel rich rocket, and the ejector ramjet are two
typical examples.	 In the case of rocket engines the propellant
may be liquid,	 solid or hybrid where the latter utilizes boll:,h
solid and liquid fuel and oxidizer combinations.
	 Airbreathing
engines differ from rockets in their operation in that only fuel is
carried on board and the oxidizer is d?rived from the air ingested
by the engine.	 A composite engine generally combines both rocket
and a.irbreathng capabilities and as such has the potential for a
k
—.
larger operational flight envelope.
a
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Common to the variety of enaines mentioned above are the
problems associated with propellant combustion. With the excep-
tion of the pure solid rocket, the combustion process is coupled
to a fuel./oxidizer mixing process. If a spectrum of pressure,
temperatures and flow velocities are considered, the combustion
process may be (1) diffusion controlled, i.e., fuel and oxidize:
react on contact and the heat release rate is dependent C', y upon
the mixing rate; (2) reaction controlled wherein the kinetics
of the oxidation process determine *.,he heat release rate; and (3)
an intermediate regime wherein the beat release rate dcl-)ends upon
-the coupled mixing and kinetic rates.
The diffusion controlled process is desirable in comparison
to the reaction controlled situation because the latter involves
a mixing process followed by the combustion process and could lead
to excessively long combustion chambers.
	
In addition, for,
hypersonic flight involving pure airbreathin(4 and composite
engines, shock losses, d2$sociation lossoa and heat transfer
limitations require that the flow remain supersonic during the
combustion process. Thus, fuels of interest including hydrocarbons
requires consideration of the coupling between the mixing and kinetic
processes because flow, mixing and reaction times are generally
of equal order of magnitude. Of particular importance in high
speed combustion chamber flows :Ls the optimization of the combustion
chamber length required to achieve efficient heat release while
maintaining reasonable chamber lengths. To achieve an understanding
(':f the relevant parameters and their interrelationships it is
necessary to analyze the details of the combusting flow field. A
meaningful analysis for such flow configurations requires con-
sideration of turbulent mixing, finite rate combustion and pressure
gradients in a model which appropriately accounts for the coupling
of these phenomena. It should be noted that the pressure field
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must be considered in detail becau!^e of the sensitivity to pressure
of both the chemical kinetics and velocity field. The structure
of the pressure field includes the locally induced pressure due
to mixing and combustion as well as the pressure impressed on the
fiel& due to the interactions with the confining walls.
The purPo6e of the present work is to 0Mvelop an. analytical
and numerical model for the calculation of flows wit' i mixing, finite
rate combustion and lateral pressure gradients. This model will
extend the prediction capability from flows with negligible lateral
pressure gradient such as those considered in Reference- 1, 2 and 3
to flows where lateral pressure gradients become important, (supersonic
flow throughout). The resulting formulation provides the capability
to compute the coupled inviscid-viscous flow field simultaneously
without iteYation while retaining lateral pressure gradients through-
out.
A configuration which charact,.rizes the flows considered in this
investigation is show-y-i in Figure 1. Figure la represents an i1nder-
expanded exhaust plume. Although the complete flow field of the
plume involves a complex internal shock structure the present
study is limited to the inclusion of only the external shock. The
internal shock structure is the subject of a current NASA Contract
(NAS8-21264). Figure lb shows the nozzle,or jet,inside a duct
which could represent a number of propulsion systems including a
ducted rocket (with afterbuzl ,in qi), An ejector scramjet or a gas
generator fueled scramjet. P, ,L the present study, all shocks 7--,e
neglected in the ducted jet configuration and therefore the degree
of pressure mismatch is limited accordingly. This is not, however,
a, severe limitation since strong shocks are normally undesirable
in propulsion systems; however, their existence is still implied by
the present calculation through the occurance of rather sharp
adverse pressure gradients.
The approach commonly adopted for the study of jet type flows
is based on boundary layer concepts. The resulting formulation is
applicable to viscous flow regions where the pressure normal to the
primary flow direction is constant and the pressure along the primary
flow direction is specified. Such a treatment is adequate for
subsonic and low supersonic Mach number flows and for ducted flows
with balanced supersonic primaries and subsonic secondaries. A
class of such problems and the adequacy of the "boundary layer"
approach is discussed in Reference 3. Methods for computing the
effect upon the inviscid outer flow require cumbersome interactions
based on boundary layer displacement thickness determinations. The
present approach treats the coupled problem by analyzing the entire
"disturbed" flow.
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II.  ANALYSIS
The classical analysis of viscous flow problems involving
unequal characteristic length scales in the coordinate directions
lead	 to the boundary layer formulation.
	 The describing -quations
are parabolic and the pressure is constant across the smaller, or
lateral, dimensions of the flow.
	 The pressure variation in the
primary flow direction is either specified as a given distribution
or , ,, determined by approximate methods based on the induced
pressure due to the displacement of the inviscid outer flow.
	 In
either case the pressure across the flow is assumed constant.
	 In
flows with combustible mixtures an accurate prediction of the
induced pressure field is crucial in predicting the force on
solid surfaces adjacent to the combustion region and moreover the
ignition delay and reaction time of the combustion process
	 itself
may be critically dependent on the local pressure particularly for
pressure levels below sea level.
	 Furthermore, non-uniform transverse
pressure distributions are inherent in jets operating either in an
underexpanded or overexpanded configuration.
The analysis of this problem requires a study of the full
Navier-Stokes equations.	 The approach will involve the choice of
coordinates and a set of physically reasonable assumptions which
will provide a tractable formulation and yet preserve the basic
character of the flow.
	 Such an analysis was initiated earlier by
Moretti and is discussed in Reference 4.
The general describing equations for the steady flow of a
reacting mixture of perfect gases are given by:
Global Continuity:
^V = 0	 (1)
Species Contir wiait
	:
P •	pact/ = p tr7 	-	 t/7	 j	 (2)i	 i	 i
i = ith specie
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is the stagnation enthalpy, and q is the
where 3  is the diffusional mass flux vector:
i i = Pi (vi-V_)
Momentum:
0' P VV = -7P +0 • T	 (3)
where T is the viscous stress tensor.
Energy:
v . pVH _	 ( T V) -	 q - 0 • E h
(4)
V_ V
where H = E of h i (T) +	
2i
heat conduction vector.
State.
_	 P
p	
^.
RT L
W.
Transport Processes
In this investigation simple transport will be considered
sufficiently accurate for describing the various diffusional processes
occur..ng in the flow.
Viscous Stress
The viscous stress will be represented in the usual way as a
linear function of the rate of strain. Thus, for a Newtonian fluid
the viscous stress is given by:
(5)
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where
r- 2 µ E- 2/3 µ b	 E d	 (6)
E = i ( ^ V +V * V)	 (7)
and S is the unit tensor
Species Diffusion
The diffusion of each species is assumed to depend only
on the gradient of the particular species mass fraction. The
assumption requires that the binary diffusion coefficients D..,
1J
for each species are equal and the simple Fick's law is applicable.
Under this assumption the diffusional mass flux is given by:
j' _ -pD	 a. _ _ µ Le	 ^.	 (S)I	 iJ	 I	 Pr	 i
Heat Conduction
F.	 Consistent with the above assumptions the heat conduction may
i
be represen'.ed by the Fourier law given by:
6	 c}	 q = -k q T = P µq T	 (9)
where
c = E Cx. , c
p i 1 pi
Transport Coefficients
FThe flows which are o.. Interest here will,in general, be
turbulent.	 It is assumed, however, that the functional form
describing the transport processes discussed above remain unchanged
in turbulent flow and the laminar coefficients are replaced by
their turbulent counterparts, i.e., µ	 µt, etc.
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coordinate gyptem
A schematic of the flow field is shown in Figure 2. A coordinate
system is sought wherein a minimum of physical assumptions are required
to simplify the Navier-Stokes equations and within which a numerical
solution is most easily formulated and implemented. It was felt
that the implicit coordinate system would provide these desired
conditions . Some insight into this choice is obtained by considering
the important case of an underexpanded (or overexpanded) jet. The
initial flow deflection is governed almost entirely by the adjustment
of the pressure. The jet flow is separated from the external flow
by the "dividing" streamline and the gradients in velocity, concentra-
tions and temperature will be greatest in the direction normal to the
streamline. Of course, as the flow becomes more parallel to the
jet axis this condition is still satisfied. It appears then that
in this coordinate system certain of the usual boundary layer
assumptions may be applied. Furthermore, it is shown later in
Section III that a natural consequence of this is a characteristics
method of solution which could be implemented with a certain degree
of ease.
To demonstrate the above discussion the full equations.in
intrinsic coordinates are given below followed by an order of
magnitude analysis and the assumptionsxvhich give rise to the de-
sired set of equations to be solved.
Let s and n be the coordinates along and normal to a stream-
line in either a plane two-dimensional or an axisymmetric flow.
Let q denote the velocity, and 6 the streamline deflection relative
to the plane or axis of symmetry where for the particular case of
axisymmetric flow r is the normal distance from the axis to the
point on the streamline in question.
Equations (1) through (4) together with the relations (6) , (8) ,
and (9) may be expanded in this coordinate system to give:
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Global Continuity:
+ j r^ sine + pg8n
 0
Momentum:
J
s-	 pq 2 _ - aP + 1 a r'Ts n + 1 ar 
Tss +
as	 as	 r3 
	a 	 r ^ ____
 as
+ (T	 - T ) e - 2T 6 - T
	
1 sine
ss	 nn 11
	
s n s	 U.1W r
(11)
(12)
Je
i
f
j	 j 
T sn
ar T	 araP	 1	 nn	 1
n-	 pq^ ds = - an 
+ rj	
an	 + rj
	
as	 + 26nTsn
T r cose
S pecies Continuitv:
pg aai 
= pw. + µ 
Le 9 aai - 
µ 
Le 
a a0i +
as	 Pr	 n as	 Pr	 s an
a (r^ µ Le aai )	 j Le dai
+ 1	 as
r a.s + 1
	
a (r u Pr an )
r i 	 r3	 an
Energy:
	
J	 7
	
bH	
ar Y q	 ar T q
	Pq as
	 Tssgen + 1j	 as 	 Tsnges + 1j	 an +
r	 r
+ {	 e a
 + 1
a	
^ r]	 U
aH	
] +	 (15)Pr n as s an  r j as	 Pr as
+ 1 a	 r jam, aH I+ e (Le-1)	 F h.
aa.
' +
r
an Pr an Pr	 n i	 i as
a ^i aal 6(Le-1) + 1 E a [ rj 11 (Le-1)h,	 ] +Pr s  anf rj	 i as	 Pr i	 a,s
(13)
(14)
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	+ 1	 [r7 0 (Le-1) h ry1 	 + - C 6 ag e /2-
	
rj	 an	 Pr	 i an	 Pr	 s as	 n an
(15)
(coned)
1 d r j	 aq /2 ,_ 1
.
	 j 9 a_q2 /2
rj ^s 
^r Pr 3s	
rj an [r Pr an
where the stress components are given by:
T ss= 24 a - 2/3 g [ q + ^ sine + q8n
nn
= 2µg8n-2/3 p [	 + ^ sine + q8n
(16)
T = 2g .i q sine - 2/3 µ [ a + rqs in@ +q8n ]
Tns Tsn 
=u[a ge s1
and where,
0 plane two-dimensional
1 axisymmetric
Order of Magnitude Analysis
The simplification of the describing Equations (11) through (15)
requires that attention be given to a particular type of problem.
The problem of present interest involves a class of supersonic jest
flows having a principal flow direction which are conditions also
found in practical configurations including rocket nozzles and
supersonic engine combustion chambers. In a supersonic flow, small
deflections can induce a non-uniform pressure field which can have a
significant effect upon combustion and pressure forces on surfaces
adjacent to the flow. Furthermore, if the flow curvature is small
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in regions where viscous effects dominate across the entire field,
viz., away from the near region of an underexpanded jet, then boundary
layer Hype approximations are applicable to the diffusive terms in
the describing equati-)ns. Therefore, it remains to be seen how
such approximatians may be applied to Equations (11) through (16)
to reduce the system to a tractable form retaining the second
momentum ,equation.
Consider the following variables having an order of magnitude
of unity
q — Ol	 Q	 Ol , a  ^, Ol , H — 01
	
(17)
In the regions of the flow wherein diffusive effects are fully
developed it is assumed that the flow deflection is small and of
order 6, i.e.,
sin 6 — 6 — 06
	
(18)
where 6 is a measure of the lateral extent of the disturbed region.
It follows that the derivatives must satisfy the condition:
	
a	 < a	 (19)
	
as	 an
Conditions (18) and (19) provide -`he following order of magnitudes
for the curvatures 6 and 6s	 n:
6 N o6
	
s	 (20)
	
6	 01
n
The relative scale, 6/2, of the flow field is related to one or
more parameters of the flow depending on the particular configura-
tion of interest. If the region of interest is dominated by
viscous effects and the Reynold's number is very high then the
condition that:
-11-
4
2 0	 01	 (21)6	 pogo,
defines the classical boundary layer flow and the second momentum
equation yields a zero (higher order) lateral pressure variation.
Since a formul&-ion is sought wherein the effect of a lateral
pressure variation is retained, relation (21) must be replaced by
a somewhat more general condition. The resulting formulation will
represent a unified description of regions dominated by viscous
effects as well as regions which are principally inviscid. Thus,
the flow field is regarded as one in which viscous effects are
dominant over a lateral extent of 6V whereas the entire field is
disturbed over the thickness 6 depending on the external flow Mach
number. Let,
6(7 )2 
< 1
	 (22)6
and consider the condition:
L ) 2 (	 q T, ) — A	 (23)6	 p 0 0 
Substitution of (17) through (20) and (23) into Equation (12)
gives:
[ i I
pq —
q
2 bS +as	
0 0 
q 
0
(6/L) 2 g ]
s n +
7j	
'ff
(24)
3
)2p	 T ss	 sinO
+(	 )e - 2 Ir 6L	 Y	 6S	 ss nn n s n s
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where the order of magnitude is snown above each teem and the
principal contribution of viscosity is due to the second term
on the right hand side.	 Similarly, the second momentum,
Equation (13) is given by:
1 6/L ]
6	 L	 6 PPq e sL = -
 
 pq2 an+0 0
1 a r' T n 	 —+ j —	 + 2T
F	 as	 s n
[6/L	 ]
arJ
	
^ { 1	 nn +
L	 —j
	
r	 an
	
'cosH T
	
}
T	 Gx^
(25)
If P is zero the entire flow is inviscid and Equations (24) and
(25) are the usual inviscid momentum equations. This is valid.
inasmuch as (23) would imply a zero viscosity. Furthermore, the
retention of the second momentum equation even for 6/L < 1 would
not be in error although this flow could be approximated as one
dimensional. If A = 1 relation (23), implies that classical boundary
layer theory applies and in Equation (25) it is seen that the
inviscid and viscous terms are of the same order of magnitude and
are of the order 6 /L=6^ /L < 1. If O <	 < 1, then Equation (24)
may be approximated by:
6q	 6P	 1 
ar j T
pq as	 . as r j an
where the viscous term of highest order is retained and the
shear stress reduces to:
T sn = µ q	 (27)
9
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t
and B­, JUILion (25) is apprOXIMaLed by
APPpq (Js 	 A- n	 (28)
where the viscous terms are all of order 6/L 0 and are neglected.
The validity of the resulting Equations (26) and (28) is apparently
subject to two principal constraints: (1) the flow should be super-
sonic so that the disturbed region is bounded by a narrow domain
of influence, i.e., 6/L < 1;and (2) the primary effects of viscosity
are confined to a region such that 6 V/6 < 1. The extent of this
approximation and the range of validity remain open to further
analytical and experimental investigation. The limited results of
calculations performed here, however, exhibit certain expected
behavior and are discussed in detail later.
The remaining Equations (11), (14) and (15), reduce in a
straight forward mariner and the resulting system of describing
equations become:
Global Continuity
(pq)
s	 r
+ i; in 6 + pq6
n	0
	 (29)
S-momentum
pq q s +	 r3µ an(30)
n-momentum
pq 2 e
s 
- Ir P n = 0	 (31)
Species Continuity-
pq (a	 PW.	 1	 [ r j A Le
— (a ) 1	 (32)i s	 1	
r3	 Pr	 i n n
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.r+.,,
Energy:
pq H C r M— H	 +	 ) g (q'/2) J +s	 Pr	 rl n	 Pr	 n n
(33)
+ 1 E (Le-1) xi A h(a
r 3 	
Pr	 i i n n
where
H	 fy h (T)	 q`/2 	 (34)
and
p
	
	
p	 (35)
RT
W
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The present; solution technique is -that proposed by Moretti,
Reference 4, and involves the application of concepts related to
both hyperbolic and parabolic systems. Basic to the technique is
the assumption that the diffusive effects can be treated as forcing
'terms in the compatability equations along the "inv.iscid"
characteristics. The solution is obtained as follows; starting
from some line of known data the right and left running characteristics
from eacix mesh point are constructed The compatability equations
are solved for the flow direction and pressure at the new points
in the characteristic grid. N'c.,V, a rectangular grid, constructed
along and normal to the streamlines, is superposed can the character-
istics mesh for the solution of the diffusion equations. The
pressure gradienr- obtained from the solution of the comp^lability
equations is used it obtaining the solution of the boundary layer
equations at the new grid. points. This data is used to compute
the viscous contributions, i.e., the second, derivative terms, at
the new points. These terms also appear in the compatability
equations providing a mechanism for an iterative procedure in
obtaining the coupled solution. Thus, -the average values of the
second derivative terms over the interval are substituted into the
compatability equations and as new pressure and a new flow deflection
angle are determined. The above cycle of calculations is repeated
until the pressure change between successive iterations becomes
less than a prescribed tolerance. Fox the cases which have been
considered, generally, a maximum of -three iterations was required
to converge to within about four significant figures.
As indicated above, the solution tE.-­1nique involves the coupling
of both hyperbolas and parabolic equations. It is the purpose of
the following discussions to describe th 3 details of the m `^thod of
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solution which can be descrxbec in terms of an "inner" calculation
(characteristics) anct an "outer" rialculation (Axing) .
The characteristics calculation is initiated in a standard
manner from a "line" of given data as shown in Figure 3.
The characteristic directions are dependent only upon the
local state and the left (I) and right (II) running characteristic
directions from point K, say, are given by:
Tan c  =	
F (36)
P q 2 ( F — 1 -F r )
p	 P	 Pq/`
where
d  , (T)
F	 T	 i	 dT	 (37)i
and all properties are evaluated at the point
The compatibility equations are obtained
assuming, however,, that the viscous terms are
function. These equations provide a relation
deflection (d = Tan -1T) and the pressure p, a
K.
in the usual way
part of the forcing
between the flow
nd are given by:
d^ .j b^	 g	 (38)
where,
b = 1 + 7'
2
	 (39)
Pq2 Tanc
and,
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1
q cos8
_ (1+ ,r ) sin E 	 cos8	 F	 n
-g	 ^~	 N	 +	 ^F	 C Pq Cann	 y	 n) - P C 1+ ^;^) ^ qnn	 y 
Cop)
- 1; h. D. + ^RTF ^ Di - Fsin8i i	 P i W 
with,
W
Di	
°Linn +	
cos 8	
in 
+ —1	 (41)
Pq	 Pq y	 q
The chemical production term, W i , represents the production
rate of species i through the mechanism of a system of chemical
reactions given by:
N	 k 	 N
L v'A	 - m-1. E V"A	 m = 1, M ..	 (42)
j-1 7 7 b
=1 j J
k
m
where N species are involved in M reactions and the v.'s are the
J
stoichiometric coefficients associated with A, species. The pro-
.	 7
duction gate, Wi , is then given by:
II
*i=
	
--	
(^ ;' , - v
	
, ) [k f II y v y , :; kb R	 yv 'Y ' ] J
W  
7 =1
	 1 ,	 7 1,	 i y=1 /Y 	J Y=1 y
(43)
where
Yi _ A 1
	
(44)
W.
1
is the molar density of the ith specie.
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Characteristics Ste
The sequence of calculations is ini'aiated with a characteristics
type calculation. Referring to Figure 3 the up-running characteristic
from point K-1 and the down-running characteristic atom point K are
constructed and their point of intersection, CK , is obtained. This
procedure is carried out for all intersections across the field.
The minimum foward distance required for an intersection determines
the "characteristics" step size which guarantees that all new data
computed across the field is within the domain of influence of the
initial data.
The next step in the sequence of calculations involves the
solution of the compatibility equations along the characteristics.
The differenced form of Equations (38) art given by
7  TK- 1
 + b	 PC - 
pK 
l = g	 (45a)
I	 K-1	 I	 K-1
and,
r  r 	 p  pK
164- bK	Q^	 _ - gK	 (45b)
II	 II
Where
^I	 V(X CK - xK-1 ) 2 + (YCK_ YK-1 ) 2	 (46a)
and,
II	 K	 CK	 K(XCK X) 2 + (Y 	 	 ) 2
	 (46b)
Solving Equations (45a) and (b) for the pressure gives:
Y
1
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dp  pEK p 
ds	 Ls
(48)
T	 - T + g	 bt + g	 t + b p	 + b p
PC _ K-1	 K	 K- 1	 I	 K	 II	 K-1 K-1	 K K	 (47)
bK-1 + b 
7  is determined by substitution into either Equation (45a) or (45b).
As discussed above, a single forward step size is used and
this is done in anticipation of the subsequent mixing calculation
discussed below. However, this requires interpolations for the
data, required at points A, D and finally at E (Figure 3). Thus,
the pressure, p, and flow deflection, T, are determined at A and D
by interpolation along the characteristics and then a second
interpolation is performed across the field to determine p and T
on the streamline a 1L point E. In this way, the pressure gradient
along the streamline is obtained:
This result is utilized in the mixing calculation discussed in
the next section.
The explicit bilateral coupling between the pressure field and
the viscous mixing process is through the forcing function g in
Equations (45a.) and (b) and the momentum equation along the stream-
line, respectively. The former contains the diffusion and
chemical reaction terms and the latter contains the ,pressure gradient.
Furthermore, the description given above for the p-T determination
represents a single calculation in an iterative calculation. Thus
the forcing function is modified by averaging it over a step which
includes the "new" diffusion contributions obta ied at the end of
the mixing calculation. The p-T calculation is repeated until the
difference in two successively determined pressures is less than a.
Prescribed tolerance.
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Mixing Ste
The calculation procedure as described so far lends itself
uniquely to the application of already existing numerical solutions
of the parabolic mixing problem, (see, for example, Ref. 3 ).
The solution is obtained by an explicit finite difference repre-
sentation of the describing equations along the streamlines. These
equations are given by:
Momentum:
pq a + ^2 
-
14 
b2  + rose ^	 (49)
as	 as	 ant	 y	 an
Energy:
pq aH 
= µ a22 +
c os@ aH
	 (50)
as	 an	 y	 an
Species:}2
	
' pq ^^l = µ 
a ^i 
+	 rose aai + pW.	 (51)ds	 an2	 y	 an	 i
It is important to note the above describing equations have
been simplified from their most general form by the assumption that
the Prandtl and Schmidt numbers are unity. Furthermore, in the
numerical representation of the above equations it is assumed
that n - Y. Both of these approximations were made to facilitate
the initial stages of the program development but it Ls believed
that the limitations are not critical. As the program continues
development these restrictions will be removed.
To illustrate the numerical solution technique, consider the
difference form of Equation (49) with reference to Figure 4.
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qm,n+1 qm,n= (9— )	 qm+l,n - 2gm,n + qm-1,n
Pq 
n
	 ( &y ) 2
(52)
+ cos 9 m,n ( qm+l,n qm-1,n 	 (1 ) ( A ) ct
Ym 2Ay	 Pq n a
where	 is given by the characteristics calculation (see Equation
(48))
Equation (52) represents an explicit finite difference form of
the s-momentum equation. The energy and species conservation
equations assume a similar form. The forward step size is limited
by a stability requirement which for linear parabolic equation is
given by;
Q Y2
Li s s12-pq	 t
µ
(53)
To insure stability of the non-linear system a fraction of the
characteristic step, a, is used:
^ =
	
Q
( Qs + 1) Ns
(54)
where Ns is an input integer. In cases involving fa.st  reacting
systems Ns=6 has been found to be sufficient.
The species conservation equation, Equation (51.), is treated
in a special way for configurations involving finite rate kinetics.
Specifically, two distinct numerical schemes were developed to
overcome the difficulties associated with time consumming RJ,netics
calculations and the coupling of kinetics with multidimensional
diffusive flow systems. Th y: problem of long computer times for
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kinetics calculations was resolved by developing solution techniques
for the linearized production terms. The coupling of the kinetics
to diffusive flows was accomplished by performing a sequence of
calculations wherein a diffusion step is made followed by a
number of chemistry steps within the diffusion step. The
techniques for the kinetics and the coupling of the kinetics
to flows with diffusion have been developed over the past several
years and reported upon in References
	
4	 , 5 ,	 and	 6
The above discussions pertain specifically to the solution
technique for the describing partial differential equations. To
completely specify a given problem the initial and boundary
conditions must be given. In the present work three configurations
were investigated: (1) free jet type flows, (2) free jet flows
with an external shock, and (3) shockless ducted jet flows.
In all cases initial conditions are specified by giving the
distributions of velocity, temperature, pressure and mass fractions in
the jet and free stream in the exit plane of the jet:
s = 0
Y	 r', q  
(0, y) , T  (o, Y), pj (o, y) and ' aij (o,Y)
(56)
Y Z r s Yw ; q  ( o , Y) , T  (o, Y) , P e (o. y) and ' aei (o. Y)
For the free jet, y 	 The boundary conditions depend on the
particular conf %.guration and therefore are treated individually.
Free Jet
The free jet without external shock is the simplest configura-
tion and the boundary conditions are given as:
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x	 0
y-yP	q =qe, T=Te , p = pe , and ai=a
ie	
(57)
Free Jet With External Shock
in this configuration, the domain of integration is between
the axis of the jet and the downstream side of the shock. Thus,
it is necessary to tie together the specified free stream conditions
to the interior flow by considering the Rankine-Hugoniot jump
conditions across the shock. To initiate the calculation the shock
strength must be assumed. For a pressure balanced jet the initial
shock ,lope is taken equal to the slope of the free stream Mach
wave. For an underexpanded jet an iterative calculation is per-
formed wherein a centered expansion is assumed at the jet lip.
The calculation proceeds as follows. (See Figure 5).
a)	 Shock Calculation
1. Assume a shock angle, 7Q .
2. Compute p2s = (p2s) ! where p2s/per is obtained
P j	 Po,	 P
from the oblique shock relations using y=y,(=cp/cv).
3. Compute flow direction, 62s.
b)	 Centered Expansion Calculation
The Prandtl-Meyer equations are used here to determine
the flow direction, 0 2p , associated with the shock pressure ratio,
P2,/P,,, determined above. Referring to Figure 5 the flow direction
is given by:
02p 
= 
(92 -9 i ) + ( E 2p-E j )	 ( 58)
4
where
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P&-
vj
'	 pis	 ^	 Y^2^? ( y -1 ) cos 1 	C p	 p o	 (yj+ l) -1 }
(59)
Y 
p .	 1	 yj 1,	 1 yj-1
P	
{ ( y . +l ) [ l+cos (2 ^ 
-/j
 
+1 ^ ^j )0
(60)
y,-
P , -	
yj - l 	 Tan-1	 +1[ ( --^— ) ^ Tan (90-C    ,) ^	 (61)
	
^	 yj ^
	
l Y ' +1	 y'-1C 2 = 9O-Tan [ (- --1 ) n{ C- -^ 2 X32 } ]	 (62)
Yj	 Yj
Equations (59) through (62) define the quantities necessary to fix
the value of 62p given by Equation (58).
The desired solution is obtained when%
2p- e2s
	
.
	
s tolerance	 (63)
2s
The remaining state properties at the downstream side of the
shock (at the .initial station) are then determined by the shock,
jump conditions:
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4
a2 = ye Pa	 (64)
s
As
qs -
	u 2 	 vsn	 (65)
H^ = H GO	 (66)
q2
h  = Hs — 2s	 (67)
T = ps 
p ^
TGo	 (68)s pW ps
The determination of the shock at a generic point downstream
of the initial station is made by satisfying the compatibility
equations along the uprunning characteristic and the shock jump
conditions. Referring to Figure 6, the calculation proceeds as
follows :
The location of the shock at the new station, n+l, is given
by the shock slope at the current station n:
ys 	 yKT + Tan aKT Q x	 (69)
n+ l
	
n
where o is the shock angle and
A star point is iterated
whose upward running character
a tolerance of 1x10 4.
KT is the shock point.
for between points KT and KT- 1
i.stics gives a y*	 = y	 within
sn+1
	
sn-1
Y*
	 = y* + Tan ( 6+E) * A x
sn+l	 n
(70)
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P* # q* $ 7* 0 p* are interpolated for linearly between points KT
ai,f! XT-1 and
a	 P* /P*	(71)
q*
1/Tan c	 (72)2
a*
Ta n( 9+0 * =	 ( 73)
Once the * point has been found the following parameters are
calculated for the iteration of the shock ancle.
,d* = 9
* 
/p
* 
u 2*	 and	 (74)
taus 
NN	
r* (l + 16 x	 tan (6+ F) /y*	(75)
with	 2
u2*
	
1+7 2	
(76')
The iteration for the shock angle is handled in the following
manner. A guess of & (the value at station n initially) is
taken and the following quantities are computed:
VN 
= V . sin 6	 (77)
Go 
v T	 V cc cos Q	 (78)00
v 
N 
2
MN 
2	 (79)
cc	 YMPMP00
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y^ •1
vN
 
(1+	 2 'N20)
OD
v
s 
=
	
	 y+1
	
(80)
2 MP7 2
fm
A Go v 
P  =
	 v	 (81)
s
-yGo+l A
ps - Poo (1.0 - y 1	
s	 p
 
s - 
y + l )
	 (82)
P	 p	 y
us = vs sin a + v 	 cos Cr	 (83)
N	 °D
v s 	vT s,tn Q	 its cos v	 (84)
N	 00
or = V S /u s 	 (85)
N N
7s = taus NN - B* (ps-p*)	 (86)
N
Where Equation (86) is the compatibility equation along the up-
running characteristic from the * point.
When
T -T
s sN-4 —
s 1.0x10
	
the iteration for a is considered7 s
converged.
The guess for the second iteration of a is given by
Tan —v (2) = Tan a (1) + .05 Tan a (l)	 (87)
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and for all subsequent values of Q the following equation is used
...........
(Tan cr	 Tan a,)
Tan 
ai+1	 Tan a,	 (Ts-Ts   	 (88)I
N
	 C ( T s-Ts N	 (Ts-'r -'r s N )i
With the shock angle converged the properties of the KT shock
point at station n+1 axe computed in the following manner:
(89)
YKT n+ 1 -' Y s n+1
p KT n+l P s
:1	 PKT
n+ 1 - 
I PS
r 
KT n+l 
7 s
H KT n+ 1 H KT n
qKT	 VT—+—V-2
	
n+l	
s 
N	
s 
N
q 2
h	 H	 KT n+l
	
KT 
n+l	 KT n+l	 2.0
T 
KT	
T go P 
sp Ca
	n+l	 PMPS
(90)
(9,
.
, 
L j
(92)
(93)
(94)
(95)
(96)
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5
y  = E a n  n
0
(99)
(97)a.	 = rx.
KTKT n+ 1	
1 
Krn
The assumptions made for the shock calculation are (1) chemically
Frozen constant y across the shock and (2) the viscous terms in
thi? compatibility equation along the uprunning characteristic
from the star ,*, point are negligible.
Ducted Flow
The flows considered above pertain to "free" external type
flows and as such interactions with confining walls were not
present. To include the effects of wall interactions appropriate
boundary conditions must be specified. In the present study the
wall is assumed to be impermeable, and adiabatic. The boundary
conditions are given by:
x > 0, y = yw(x)
aa.
ayl)w = U
U
ay ) w - 
.^a = - c f ( pq 2 )
ay	 2	 µ	 mean
(98)
The arbitrary wall contour, y=yw (x) may be specified in terms of the
co'ici,nts of 5 th order polynomials covering four adjoining regions:
The pressure is determined from the appropriate uprunning characteristic
since the flow deflection at the "new" walla point is known from
Equation (99).
The calculation proceeds as follows (see Figure 7):
A characteristic step is taken to determine the minimum forward
distance, a, for intersections.
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A star, *, point is found by interpolation between rho w 
n 
and KT 
n
points whose uprunning c ,
 1"iaracteristic intersects the wall at the
end of the step, x n+l = x n + a . The pressure at the wall is
then computed through the compatibility equation:
p	 P* +	
n+l	 n+l
CT* 
n
-
 
7 w
	
A/+ g* 	-G2 + ( y w
	
- Y*n ) 
P, 13	
(100)
w 
n+1	 n	 b*
n
The remaining p—perties along
 the n+l line are determined and the
diffusion calculation is performed. The wall boundary conditions for
the diffusion step, Equations (98) are imposed by inserting a data
point above the wall denoted by KT+l. The numerical difference form
of Equations (98) are then given by:
KT+ 1	 KT
H KT+ 1	 1-1 KT	 (101)
c (pq 2
q 
KT+l q KT - 2 f
	
mean (Y KT+1-YKT
Irnwhere the physical location of the -..L+l point is given by:
YKT+l = YW + (yw - YKT)	 (102)
Finally, the iterative -,..--ocess between the characteristic step
and the diffusion step is performed as before. Flow diagrams and
sample output are given in Appendix A.
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IV, RESULTS OF CALCULATIONS AND DISCUSSIONS
The above analysis and computer program has been applied
to a variety of flow configurations including unbounded and
bounded flows. Mixing of dissimi],ar gases and finite rate kinetics
are included and comparisons with other, more restricted, analyses
have been made.
The mixing problem which forms the basic configuration for all
flows considered here is that of a jet in an unbounded stream.
Although this type of :flow field is basic it has practical appli-
cation for various nozzle plume and fuel injection problems. The
state of development of the treatment of such problems is quite
advanced including effects of chemical kinetics and two phase
phenomena, References 1
	 2	 and 7
	
Therefore, it is
important that the M.O.C„V. analysis and computer program be com-
pared to the existing parabolic analysis. Such a comparison has
been made for a configuration where initial and boundary conditions
minimized lateral pr.,e%sure variations throughout the flow field.
For this purpose an air-into-air pressure balanced jet was choosen
with temperature and velocity differences that would not result in
significant induced pressures upon mixing. The results are shown
in Figures 8a through 8t. Figures 8a through 8d show-, in an exaggerated
scale the axial distribu,ions of pressure, velocity, temperature,
and Mach number. It is apparent that the pressure disturbance which
occurs in the near jet region decays rapidly and because it is
small in magnitude it should not influence the development of flow
field down stream. Figures 8e through 8h show radial profiles of
pressure velocity, temperature, and Mach number at six (6) jet
radii downstream. Figure 8e shows the comparison of the static
pressure across the viscous region. The M.O.C.V. profile was cut off
at a radial point defined by the intersection of the leading Mach line
from the jet lip but is not shown because of the radial scale required.
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Figures 8f through 8h show t.ha t +:.ho fi-,.J, L L).' toti'Lpera t-,ure and velocity
difference develop into profiles gov(erne(l by lateral diffusion and
the excellent agreement between the M.O.C.V. and parabolic predictions
demonstrates the validity of the calculation technique employed
in the M.O.C.V. program. This is further demonstrated at 15 radii
downstream in Figures 8i through 8t. "it is interesting to note
that the pressure profile at this station is uniform across the
viscous layer but not quite equal to the free stream pressure which
is assumed in the parabolic calculation. As indicated above the
pressure becomes equal, to ambient further out in the inviscid region
of the flow.
Three significant conclusions can be drawn from the above
comparison; 1) there are no apparent instabilities arising out of
the technique employed in tLe M,O.CoV. calculation, 2) pure
diffusion is accurately predicted by the M.O.C.V. program and 3)
good resolution is maintained even though the M.O.C.V. domain of
integration is substantially greater than that of the parabolic
program.
One of the primary objectives of this work is to predict
the effects of finite rate combustion in flowswhere lateral pressure
gradients can be important.	 To demonstrate the significance of
lateral pressure gradients in diffusive ,. reacting flows an axi-
symmetric je' of hydrogen exhausting into air was considered first
with balanced pressures and then with the nozzle weakly under-
expanded (pe/pj
 =.5) so that shocks were not :important. Figure 9
a and b show the pressure and Mach number maps for the balanced
jet configuration. Figure 9a represents the pressure field and
shows more than a 50°j rise in pressure in the neighborhood of the
nozzle exit plane. The lateral pressure variations that occur here
are particularly pronounced because of the large variance in
molecular weights between the nozzle (H 2 ) and the f.rop st . , am (air) .
Thus, upon mixing,large flow deflections develop induciny. significant
pressure variations through the flow. upon proceeding downstream
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the pressure field becomes more uniform and there is an approach to
the "boundary layer" like structure. The effect of combustion is
shown more clearly in Figure 9b where the isotherms are given.
The combustion field develops smoothly on proceeding downstream
and is governed by mixing and finite rate kinetics. The "thermal
field" is confined more toward the interior regions than is the
pressure field demonstrating that the viscous field is embedded
within the overall disturbed flow. Figures 10a and b show the
pressure and temperature fields for the same initial Mach numbers
and temperatures but in an unu , reYpanded configuration. Localized
compressions are essentially eliminated although significant lateral
pressure variations exist,. Furthermore, combustion is delayed due
to the expansion and genes e 7 ' y lower pressure levels. In terms of
the applicability of the boundary layer theory it is observed that
in the balanced pressure configuration lateral pressure variations
are localized in a small region relative to the overall domain of
interest. Thus, the importance of considering such effects depends
-upon the `objectives of the problem at hand such as the effect of
pressure on combustion initiation.
Figures 11 and 12 show some results for an inviscid under-
expanded nozzle plume including the external shock where the pressure
,ratio, pj/p
e 
is 10/1. Figures lla and b show the pressure and
Mach number maps including the shock shape. Profiles of pressure
and Mach number are shown in Figures llc and d. The effect of
viscosity on the shock shape and the dividing streamline contour are
shown in Figure 12a. For the range of constant viscosities used
in these calculations the effect is negligible even for a viscosity
level two orders of magnitude greater than the corresponding laminar
value. There appears to be no experimental data to make a comparison
w',.th the theory for underexpanded nozzle flows with other than
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quiescent surroundings. No-orei'L l icAuss, ia comp,irison with other
theories is possible and for this case a calculation was made
utilizing the "pure" characteristics method of Reference 8
inputting the dividing streamline contour. The comparison is
excellent. It is apparent from the above results that the flow
field structure, at least for eight nozzle diameters downstream,
is controlled by inviscid phenomena associated with the pressure
adjustment process. The effect of viscosity is seen more
clearly in Figures 12b and c where it is seen that the profiles
are modified in a region nea p- the core of the plume for the
Largest value of the viscosity. It should be noted that levels of
turbulent viscosity an order, of magnitude larger than the maximum
value used here have been observed in flows with combustion.
Thus, the effect of viscosity must ultimately be determined for
each case by the incorporation of an appropriate eddy viscosity
model which will reflect the effects of the initial and boundary
conditions on the viscosity level. A review and application of
various eddy viscosity models are given in References 2, 3 and
9.
The flow configurations discussed above were primarily con-
cerned with "external" flows involving no interactions with
surrounding structures or walls. Since all the engine processes
a)ntribute to the plume structure it is necessary to provide the
capability to compute, in a consistent manner, the internal flow
field of "..he engine. This problem was initially investigated
for configurations where the parabolic assumption was reasonably
valid and the flow was analyzed assuming that the bulk mixing
and combustion processes were described by "boundary layer" type
equations, Reference 3. This description is adequate for the
analysis of combustion chamber flows which are subsonic throughout
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I
4.1,
1
and for configurations including ejector and au gmontod rocket
systems where the primary (or central.) stream is moderately
supersonic and the secondary stream is subsonic. In such
configurations the lateral, pressure gradients will not have an
important effect upon wall pressure distribution determinations
(thrust). However, for pressure unbalanced primary and secondary
streams and in general, for supersonic combustors, pressure
wave propagation must be considered. To analyze this more
general internal flow process the M.O.CV. analysis was extended
to include wall. interactions. A special case of this type of
flow is the underexpanded nozzle in a quiescent atmosphere.
Neglecting viscous effects, this flow is representative of an
internal flow confined by a duct contoured to give a constalA
pressure along the wall. In addition to the relative simplicity of
this configuration expeziiLiental data is available for comparison,
Reference 10.	 FigurF;^s 13;, 14 and 15 show a comparison of the
present M.O.c.V, technique (with zero viscosity) with the standard
characteristics method of Ref. 7 and 'with experiments. The good
agreement obtained here lends further credence to -the basic cal-
culation procedures used in the M.O.c.V. program, upon completion
of this preliminary step the analysis was modified for inclusion
of arbitrary walk. contours. Figures 16 through 19 show the results
of sample calculations for the flow fields associated with ducted
nozzles. These calculations were carried out for hydrogen in
the primary stream and air in the secondary stream. The duct
cross sectional area used in these calculations is constant and
the flow is assumed to be chemically frozen. The latter was
chosen to isolate the effects of viscosity on the detailed structure
of flow field. Finite rate calculations will be performed in
connection with the current studies. Figure 16 shows the wall and
axis pressure distributions for inviseid flow (no mixing).
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Since there is no viscous interaction between the streams each
behaves isentropically and the configuration lends itself to a
simple check. Here each stream was analyzed utilizing the constant
'1 , isentropic relations and for the final area of each stream,
the velocity, temperature and pressure were determined and compared
with the M.O.C.V. output at x/r, = 100. The results compared with
each other to within 2%. The effect of viscosity and the under-
expansion are shown in Figures 17 thru 19. Figure 17 shows the
effect of a constant viscosity in a pressure balanced primary/
secondary configuration. Here, as in the case shown in Figure 9a,
there is a large pressure rise on the axis in the vicinity of
the exit plane, This is due to the large flow deflection generated
by the rapid mixing between the hydrogen and the air. The magnitude
of the pressure wave is enhanced by the focusing e'^-P C,-t on approaching
the axis of the flow field. The structure of the flow moving
downstream shows the propagation of the pressure field with higher
pressures, always occuring on the axis due to the focusing effect.
Again, a comparison with one dimensional calculations for the fully
mixed end state agrees with the mean properties at x/r 100.
Axial decay and radial profiles of the hydrogen mass fraction, pressure,
velocity and temperature are shown in Figures 17b thru 17j.
Figure 10 shows the additional effect of underexpansion on
the flow field assuming the same value of viscosity as used in the
previous case. Similar behavior is observed with the exception that
the initial rise in pressure on the axis is substantially reduced
due to the expansion. The axial decay of the hydrogen mass fraction
and the additional property profiles are shown in Figures 18b
through 18j. of particular interest in this type of flow configuration
is the effect of the mixing rate upon the flow field structure.
Figure 19 summarizes the effect of viscosity for a range of viscosity
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levels over an axial 'lengLh of 20 nozzle radii. Tlae previous results
for, v = 0 and v = 4.49 x 10-4 1b-sec/ft ?
 are included and, in aJditio ,
results for a smaller viscosity level, (v
	
4.49 x 10-5 lb-sec/ft 2)
and for a "variable" viscosity are presented. The'latter has the
feature of the shear layer, or two-dimensional diffusion rate which
accou11t for slower miming observed in the "potential., core" region
of jet Llows. The comparison shown in Figure 19a and b shows the
significant effect of viscosity on the induced pressure level in
the vicinity of the nozzle exit plane. This effect is pronounced for
the largest viscosity and is much less important for the lower
levels including the "i,nvisci.dd" and variable viscosity cases. The
effect of viscous "dispersion" is also noted in Figures 19a and b
where the pressure waves for the "lower" viscosity levels intercept
the wall end axis at the same points whereas for the largest
viscosity level the disturbance is felt at an earlier station.
Figure 19 c shows the rate of axial decay of the hydrogen mass
fraction as a function of viscosity level. With the exception of
the largest viscosity case, this result shows that the width of
the pressure field is substantially greater than the spread of the
viscous region.
Although the above rejults serve to indicate the kinds
of flows and phenomena that can be analyzed with the M.O.C.V.
program the predicted magnitudes of the flow variables are tentative
and require experimental verification. Such experiments could serve
a dual purpose; 1) to explain the obser ved phenomena and imply a
mixing rate for the particular experiment and 2) to aid in developing
an appropriate functional representation for the eddy viscosity which
could be used with confidence to predict flow fields for which data
has not yet been obtained.
In summary a computer program has been generated which
can treat supersonic flows in either free flows with or without
external shocks and ducted flows. Finite rate chemistry for the
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bydroqen-air system is included in the existing computer program.
Current work is underway to extend the capability of the program
to include hydrocarbon kinetics with solid carbon and to include
the treatment of imbedded subFinic regions within the flow resulting
from a local transition due to combustion and/or due to the
internal shock structure.
I
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PPENNDIX A
The diagrams shown below give the "overall" computational
sequence in the M.O.C.'V. program. The various options are given
along with the subroutine names and ciperations performed within
each subroutine.
There is also a sample output given showing property profiles
at a particular axial station for a nozzle inside a constant
area duct.
..
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